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The Dreamers
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j Note to Self: \

\ Get Social j

"The happiest people have vibrant

social networks. In several studies of
individuals with self-reported high

well-being, ihe number one strategy used ro
raise mood and combat depression was
'social affiliation." People also report feeling
happier when they are around others."

—Caroline Adams Milleb and
Michael li. Frisch, PuD, in

CrbatingTovs BbstZ/fb (Sterling)

lie is cluelessly destructive. —J.W.

fyou have only...15 minutes: Listen to a Yaddocast, from the podcast series about
the history of Yaddo, the legendary artists' residence, and its most famous guests.

Subjects include Langston Hughes {right), Saul Bellow, and Flannery O'Connor (yaddo.org).
jo

